Multidirectional projectional rigid neuro-endoscopy: prototype and initial experience.
The role of neuro-endoscopy is emerging. Traditional endoscopy is complicated by limited 2D views that make surgical interventions difficult. We have developed a rigid endoscope with a variable direction view that provides 3D visualization. A prototype of the EndActive endoscope was used to examine 2 brain/intraventricular models. A 360-degree view is controlled via integrated joystick. Alternatively, the computer can volumetrically capture the ventricular surface. The captured video image can be viewed later or processed to create a flat projection map. The performance of this endoscope was compared to standard endoscopy with fixed directions of view. To simulate endoscopy, the center of the first brain model had eight labeled projections. The model was inspected with the multidirectional endoscope, standard rigid endoscopes (0-, 30- and 70-degree), and via a projection map. Ten neurosurgeons proficient in neuro-endoscopy were recruited for the experiments. The second brain model was labeled with 32 intraventricular tumors. With a 0-degree endoscope, only the number directly opposite the site of entry was visualized. With increasing angles, additional numbers were visualized. The 70-degree endoscope allowed 4 of 8 numbers to be visualized. Using the multidirectional endoscope, all 8 numbers were visualized. The multidirectional endoscope was more accurate in identifying markers compared to standard endoscopy (p = 0.031). The mean endoscopy times using the multidirectional endoscope and standard endoscopy were 143 and 117 seconds, respectively (p = 0.243). The best performance was obtained when the flat projection map was read (p < 0.01). Using the endoscope prototype, an average of 30.8 (96%) tumors was identified on the brain model. The EndActive endoscope is a rigid endoscope that provides complete visualization of a 3D space by controlling an adjustable viewing direction. In our study, the multidirectional endoscope provided superior visualization compared to standard endoscopy.